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Interdependence of Real, Financial

and Export Import Indicators in a DSGE

Model of Multiple Countries

Bulat Mukhamediyev and Azimzhan Khitakhunov

Abstract Interdependence, which is a consequence of the international division of

labor and use of the world’s natural resources, increases at the global level.

Macroeconomic indicators of each country are more exposed to shocks arising in

the country and in partner countries. In this paper, we propose a model of dynamic

stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) of many countries. For each country, the

variables of output, inflation, interest rate, exchange rate, terms of trade, as well as

exports and imports for each pair of countries are included in the model. In

accordance with the number of countries the model contains equations of dynamic

IS and New Keynesian Phillips curves and equations of monetary policy. The

estimation of the model was implemented for the economies of Kazakhstan,

Russia and the EU. An asymmetrical interaction of large and small economies is

taken into account. The analysis of the impact of internal and external shocks on the

macroeconomic variables is performed for each country/region. Responses of

indicators on various shocks are obtained. For example, a positive technology

shock in the country leads to the negative reaction of output, inflation and interest

rate variables, as well as having a positive impact on imports and the negative

impact on exports in each partner country. Cost-push as well as monetary policy

shocks reduce imports and increase exports, and this is also observed for a couple of

countries where there is no such a shock. It is revealed that the value of the response

does matter to the size of the economy. The model allows analyzing the effects of

the macroeconomic policies of trading partners to the fluctuations of the various

shocks. The model can be extended in various directions.
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1 Introduction

There is an increasing interdependence on the global level in the world which is the

consequence of international labor division, use of world reserves of natural

resources. Macroeconomic indicators of each country, such as GDP growth, infla-

tion rate, exchange rate, export, import of goods are more exposed to shocks as in

the country, so in the partner economies. Besides, a great influence of big econo-

mies on other countries should be expected. An effective instrument to the solution

of this problem can be Dynamic stochastic general equilibrium models. Their

fundamentals were laid in Kydland and Prescott (1982). They are based on micro-

economic analysis of agents optimizing their behavior in the conditions of flexible

prices. Price flexibility leaves opportunity only for real values to make fluctuations

in the economy.

Then, elements of the Keynesian approach, containing nominal rigidities were

included in the DSGE model. In Calvo (1983) a pricing mechanism as a certain

stochastic process of decision-making firms to change the price or keeping it at the

same level was proposed. As a result a new paradigm in the construction of models

of dynamic stochastic general equilibrium appeared. They take into account the

microeconomic foundations of decision-making by households, optimization

behavior of monopolistically competitive firms and regulatory functions of the

state. Because of the nominal rigidity of prices and wages, compliance with the

results of calculations required by the model with real data of short-term macro-

economic fluctuations in the economy is achieved.

Among the most well-known DSGE models created in the last two decades and

intended for policy analysis and forecasting, there is a list of developments by

central banks of Europe and America (Smets and Wouters 2003; Dib 2001; Cuche-

Curti et al. 2009) and central banks of developing countries (Medina and Soto 2007;

Tovar 2008; Galı́ and Monacelli 2005) and others.

In this article a model of dynamic stochastic general equilibrium of many

countries in which a way to construct models of two countries was offered (Obstfeld

and Rogoff 2001; Corsetti and Pesenty 2001). For each country variables such as

output, inflation, interest rate, exchange rate, trade conditions and export and import

for each pair of countries are included in the model. A model contains equation of

dynamic IS and New Keynesian Phillips curves and equations of monetary policy.

Asymmetric interference of big and small economies is considered in the equations.

The analysis of the impact of internal and external shocks on the macroeconomic

performance of each country/region is done. Response on various indicators shocks

is obtained. It was noted that for the size of the economy the value of the response

index is important. The model can be used to analyze the impact of macroeconomic

policies both within the country and abroad due to the fluctuations of the various

shocks. Section 2 presents a model of dynamic stochastic general equilibrium in

many countries/regions, with its mathematical reasoning. It is supplemented by the

equations of exports and imports between the countries. The results of calculations
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on the model of the three countries/regions are presented in Sect. 3. The last section

concludes.

2 Model

2.1 Households

Domestic and foreign goods are consumed in each country. For production, firms

use labor. Nominal rigidity of prices is modeled with the use of mechanism by

Calvo (1983). It is assumed that the world population is made up of a continuum of

infinitely long-lived households indexed through i 2 0, 1½ �. Households in each

country have the same preferences. There are К countries in the world. In the

country k households are indexed as i 2 Jk: A set of Jk, k ¼ 1, 2, . . . , K; do not

cross/overlap and cover all the households. We denote nk the set of a measure Jk,
which reflects the population of the country k.

In the country k a composite index of consumption is determined by assuming

that all the traded goods and trade costs are ignored:

Ck ¼
XK

l¼1
n

1
μ

lC
μ�1
μ

kl

� � μ
μ�1

; ð1Þ

where Ckl—a composite index of consumer goods in the country k produced in the

country l, μ—parameter. The representative household maximizes Ck while

limiting XK

l¼1
PklCkl ¼ Pk ð2Þ

Where Pkl—the index of the prices of goods from the country l in the currency of the
countryk, Pk—index of the prices of all goods consumed in the country k. Under the

condition of maximum consumption (1) under the limit (2) we obtain

Ckl ¼
XK
j¼1

njP
1�μ
kj

 ! μ
1�μ

nl
Pμ
kl

Ck;

Pk ¼
XK

l¼1
nlP

1�μ
kl

� � 1
1�μ
: ð3Þ

For simplicity, we consider the case where μ ¼ 1. In the limit where μ is tending to

1, we find that the price index
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Pk ¼
YK
l¼1

Pnl
kl ;

and the index of consumer goods from country l to country k

Ckl ¼ nl
Pkl

Pk

� ��1

Ck, k, l ¼ 1, . . . ,K: ð4Þ

And a composite index of consumption in the country k will take the form of a

power function

Сk ¼
YK

l¼1

Cnl
kl

nlnl
¼ Cn1

k1C
n2
k2 . . .CnK

kK

nn11 nn22 . . . nnKK
, k, l ¼ 1, 2, . . . ,K: ð5Þ

Here and below the index of period t is omitted if it is inessential. The index of

consumption of goods in the country k produces in the country l:

Ckl ¼ 1

nl

� �1
γ
Z
j

Ck ið Þγ�1
γ di

" # γ
γ�1

; ð6Þ

where Ck(i)—consumption of good i in the country k, γ—the elasticity of substitu-

tion across two individual goods i, j produced in the country k, γ > 1. The

representative household maximizes Ckl on Ck(i), iE Jl provided

PklCkl ¼
Z
Jl

Pk ið ÞCk ið Þdi; ð7Þ

where Pk(i)—the price of good i in the country k.
In the country k a representative household has a discontinued utility

Ukt ¼ t

X1
s¼t

βs�t С1�ρ
ks

1� ρ
þ ωk

1� δ

Mks

Pks

� �1�δ

� ϑk
L1þφ
ks

1þ φ

" #( )
; ð8Þ

Where Cks—real consumption, Mks

Pks
—real money balances, Pks—consumer price

index in the country k, Lks—is the cost of labor in the time period s. Parameter β,
0 < β < 1; represents the intertemporal discount factor, parameters ρ, δ, φ define

utility function elasticities of the relevant variables.

The representative household imaximizes utility (8) under the budget constraints

PktCkt þMkt þ Bkt þ Pktτkt � WktLkt þ 1þ ikt�1ð ÞBkt�1þ
þMkt�1 þ П kt, t ¼ 0, 1, . . .
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Here for the country k and period t: Wkt—nominal wage in a perfect labor market,

the same for all households, ikt�1—nominal interest rate for the time interval from

t� 1 to t for a one-period risk free corporate bonds Bkt�1 in the domestic currency

are indicated. Money Mkt does not give a nominal income. Пkt—income of a

representative household, τ—the real undistorted lump-sum taxes. The index of

household iEJk is omitted for simplicity. For each country k¼ 1,. . .,K optimality

conditions of the first order are true:

C�ρ
kt

Pkt
¼ β 1þ iktð Þt

C�ρ
ktþ1

Pktþ1

� �
; ð9Þ

ϑk
Lφ
kt

C�ρ
kt

¼ Wkt

Pkt
; ð10Þ

ω Mkt

Pkt

� ��δ

C�ρ
kt

¼ ikt
1þ ikt

: ð11Þ

2.2 Firms

It is assumed that each household is also a producer of the good i 2 Jk: The goods
are thought to be differentiated, thus each such a firm has a market power. In simple

words output of each firm i 2 Jk: is defined by the production function

Ykt ið Þ ¼ AktLkt ið Þ: ð12Þ

The value Akt sets the influence of shock performance. It is assumed that in different

countries these values may be correlated. In the case of accounting energy costs as

in Mukhamediyev (2014) production function might look like

Ykt ið Þ ¼ Aktmin Lkt ið Þ, Okt ið Þf g;

Where Okt(i)—the cost of oil as an energy resource, Lkt—labor costs. For a country

that produces oil, its production sector should be separately disclosed. Here Akt

reflects technological shocks. Behavior of Akt is described by an autoregressive

process

lnAkt ¼ ρaklnAkt�1 þ εakt, ε
akte i:i:d: 0, σ2ak

� 	
:

Since the goods are assumed to be diversified, the firm may change the price of its

goods to a certain limit, i.e. there is a monopolistic competition. Labor markets in
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the countries are isolated. Firms hire labor in their countries. For the production

function (12) the firm’s profit

Пkt ið Þ ¼ Pkt ið Þ Ykt ið Þ � Wkt

AktPkt ið ÞYkt ið Þ
� �

:

The coefficient

MCkt ¼ Wkt

AktPkt ið Þ

is the real marginal cost of the firm. The optimal production volume of a good

i 2 Jk is determined by the condition for maximization:

∂Пkt ið Þ
∂Ykt ið Þ ¼ Pkt ið Þ þ Ykt ið Þ∂Pkt ið Þ

∂Ykt ið Þ �
Wkt

Akt
¼ 0:

Let’s consider the situation with flexible prices. Then all the firms in each period

t optimally adjust their prices and set them the same, Pkt ið Þ ¼ Pkt: Since only the

firm i produces this product, then the equilibrium output should be equal to the

global demand for it, that is Ykt ið Þ ¼ Cw
t ið Þ: Note that

Ykt ið Þ
Pkt

∂Pkt

∂Ykt ið Þ ¼
Cw
t ið Þ
Pkt

∂Pkt

∂Cw
t ið Þ ¼ �1

η
;

where η—the elasticity of demand for good at a price. Therefore, real marginal cost

of production in the case of flexible prices is the same for all manufacturers in all

countries:

gMC ¼ η� 1

η
:

Conditions of cleaning of market of commodity i is equilibrium of supply of this

good to the total demand for all countries:

Ykt ið Þ ¼
XK
l¼1

nlClt ið Þ, i 2 Jk, k ¼ 1, . . . , K:

It is believed that consumption is distributed across all the countries in proportion to

the population.

Given the law of one price (6) it follows
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Clmt ¼ nm
Plmt

Plt

� ��1

Clt ¼ nm
Pkmt

Pkt

� ��1

Clt:

With Sklt we denote the terms of trade between countries k and l:

Sklt ¼ Pkkt

Pklt
:

Each country consumes exactly its real income. Formally we believe thatSkk ¼ 1. It

follows that

Ckt ¼ PkktYkt

Pkt
¼ PkktYktYK

l¼1
Pnl
klt

¼
YK

l¼1
SnlkltYkt: ð13Þ

Now, using the production function (12) and optimality conditions (9)–(11) we can

calculate equilibrium output under flexible prices.

eYkl ¼ A
φþ1
φþρ

kt χ
�1
φþρ

η� 1

η

� � 1
φþρYK

l¼1
S

�ρ nl�1ð Þ
φþρ

klt

" #
ð14Þ

It depends positively on the overall performance and condition of country’s trade
with other countries, because nl < 1:

2.3 Rigid Prices

Let’s assume that in addition to monopolistic competition there is also nominal

rigidity of prices. For the country k we present Euler equation in the following

form:

C�ρ
kt ¼ β 1þ iktð ÞPktt

C�ρ
ktþ1

Pktþ1

� �
:

We insert in it real consumption Ckt from equation (13):

YK
l¼1

S�ρnl
klt

� 	
Y�ρ
kt ¼ β 1þ iktð ÞPktt

1

Pktþ1

YK
l¼1

S�ρnl
kltþ1

� 	
Y�ρ
ktþ1

" #
:

In the steady state economy we denote output as Yk., by Skl—the terms of trade of

country k with country l, by ı̄k—nominal interest rate, by Pk� price index of

commodities in the country k. Let’s write this equation for the steady state.
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We do log-linearization of both equations. Let’s denote: sklt ¼ lnSklt,

ykt ¼ lnYkt, skl ¼ lnSkl, yk ¼ lnYk, pkt ¼ lnPkt , pk ¼ lnPk. Using the properties of

logarithms, we obtain the following equation:

XK
l¼1

ρnlsklt � ρykt þ
XK
l¼1

ρnlskl þ ρyk ¼ ln 1þ iktð Þ � ln 1þ ik
� 	þ

þPkt � t pktþ1


 ��XK
l¼1

ρnlt sklt½ � � ρt yktþ1


 �þ XK
l¼1

ρnlt skl½ � þ ρyk:

We denote variable deviations from their values in the steady state: ŷ kt ¼ ykt � yk,

î kt ¼ ikt � ik: Note that the difference πktþ1 ¼ pktþ1 � pkt is the rate of inflation in

period t + 1. Then the equation is transformed to:

ŷ kt ¼ t ŷ ktþ1


 �þ 1

ρ
t πktþ1 � l̂ kt

 �þ XK

l¼1

nlt Δskltþ1½ �, k ¼ 1, , , ,K: ð15Þ

This equation is equation of the dynamic IS curve. It sets the aggregate demand in

the country k. In the period t aggregate demand increases if the expected outcome

in period t + 1 will be higher than its steady state. Expectation of inflation increase
will also increase demand on domestic goods. But the expected improvement in

terms of trade with other countries, that is positive value of Δskltþ1, will lead to

increase of current aggregate demand as prices of domestic goods will become

relatively higher than prices of imported goods and incomes of the countries will

increase.

In accordance with the mechanism of price correction Calvo (1983) manufac-

turer i changes the price in each period with the probability of 1� θ, maximizing

the expected profit at the price Pt(i):

t

X1
s¼t

θs�tβs�t Cw
s

Cw
t

� ��ρ Pkt ið Þ
Pkks

Yks ið Þ �MCksYks ið Þ
� �( )

:

Here βs�t C w
s

Cw
t

� ��ρ
is the stochastic discount factor which is the marginal rate of

substitution of global consumption between s and t, MCks—marginal costs of

production in the country k of period s. With a probability θs�t the producer price

in the period s > t is equal to Pkt(i), iEJk.
The profit of the firm in the period s that set a price in the period t, equals:

Пks ið Þ ¼ Pkt ið ÞYks ið Þ �Wks
Pkks

AksPkks
Yks ið Þ ¼ Pkt ið ÞYks ið Þ �MCksYks ið ÞPkks:
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We divide on price Pkks and find the real profit of the firm iE Jk in the period s (s > t).

Пks ið Þ
Pkks

¼ Pkt ið Þ
Pkks

Yks ið Þ �MCksYks ið Þ:

We put expression (7) for the global demand for good iE Jk produced in the country
k in the targeted function of the firm instead of the Yks(i) and write the necessary

condition of the maximum of this function by equating to zero its derivative of

Pkt(i). After some transformations we obtain:

Pkt ið Þ
X1
s¼t

θβð Þs�tt MCks
Pkks

Pkkt

� �η Pkks

Pks

� ��1

Cw
s 1� ρ

" #
¼

¼ Pkkt
η� 1

η

X1
s¼t

θβð Þs�tt
Pkks

Pkkt

� �η�1 Pkks

Pks

� ��1

Cw
s 1� ρ

" #
: ð16Þ

A positive value of θ corresponds to rigid prices. We carry out log-linearization of

the equation (16). After transformation we obtain:

p̂ kt ið Þ � p̂ kkt ¼ 1� θβð Þt

X1
s¼t

θβð Þs�t cmcks þ p̂ kks½ �;

p̂ kt ið Þ � p̂ kkt ¼ 1� θβð Þcmcktþ
þ θβt p̂ ktþ1 � p̂ kktþ1 þ π̂ kktþ1


 �
: ð17Þ

In this situation, true the equation:

p̂ kt ið Þ ¼
1

1� θ
p̂ kkt �

θ
1� θ

p̂ kkt�1:

We put this expression in the equation (17) and get:

πkkt ¼ βt πkktþ1½ � þ 1� θβð Þ 1� θð Þ
θ

cmct: ð18Þ

This is a New Keynesian Phillips curve for the country k. Here cmct ¼ mct �gmct :
Note the differences in the determination of inflation rate in the Phillipps equation

and in the equation of the dynamic IS curve. In equation (16) πkt is determined by

the consumer price index, but in the equation (18) πkkt represents growth rate of

prices of goods produced in the country k.
From production under flexible prices, we now turn to the issue of deviations of

output under the rigid prices: xkt ¼ ŷ kt � êy kt. We find the ratio
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MCktgMCkt

¼ ηWkt

η� 1ð ÞAktPkkt
¼

ηWkt

YK

l¼1
Pnl
klt

η� 1ð ÞAktPkkt
¼ ηWkt

Akt η� 1ð ÞPkt

YK
l¼1

S�nl
klt ;

MCktgMCkt

¼ ηχ

Akt η� 1ð Þ
Ykt

Akt

� �φ YK
l¼1

S�nl
klt

 !ρ

Y ρ
kt

YK
l¼1

S�nl
klt ¼

¼ ηχ

η� 1ð Þ
1

Akt

� �φþ1YK
l¼1

S
ρ�1ð Þnl
klt Yρþφ

kt :

We transform equation (10) for the flexible prices using equations (12) and (13).

ϑk
Lφ
kt

C�ρ
kt

¼ Wkt

AktPkkt
Akt

Pkkt

Pkt
, ϑkL

φ
kt Ykt

YK
l¼1

Snlklt

 !ρ

¼ η

η� 1ð ÞAkt

YK
l¼1

Snlklt;

ϑk
Ykt

Akt

� �φ

Y ρ
kt ¼

η� 1

η
Akt

YK
l¼1

S
1�ρð Þnl
klt :

So, the issue under the flexible prices:

eYφþρ
kt ¼ 1

ϑk

η� 1

η
Aφþ1
kt

YK
l¼1

S
1�ρð Þnl
klt : ð19Þ

Then, we obtain

MCktgMCkt

¼ YkteYkt

� �φþρ

:

We carry out log-linearization:

cmckt ¼ φþ ρð Þ ykt � ŷ ktð Þ ¼ φþ ρð Þxkt:

We rewrite equation (15) of the dynamic IS curve using deviation of output under

the rigid prices from deviation under flexible prices:

xkt ¼ t xktþ1½ � þ 1

ρ
t πktþ1½ � � î kt
� 	þ XK

l¼1

nlt Δskltþ1½ � � êy kt

þ t êy ktþ1

h i
; ð20Þ

And also equation (18) of the neoclassical Phillipps curve:

πkkt ¼ βt πkktþ1½ � þ 1� θβð Þ 1� θð Þ
θ

φþ ρð Þxt þ ukt; ð21Þ
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where ukt is the auto regression process

ukt ¼ ρukukt�1 þ υkt, υ
kte i:i:d: 0, σ2υk

� 	
:

It reflects the impact of the shocks in the production costs. By log-linearization from

(19) we obtain for flexible prices

eykt ¼ � 1

φþ ρ
lnχ þ 1

φþ ρ
ln

η� 1

η

� �
þ φþ 1

φþ ρ
akt þ 1� ρ

φþ ρ

XK
l¼1

nlsklt:

We calculate the sum of the last two terms in equation (20).

t êy ktþ1

h i
� êy kt ¼ t ŷ ktþ1


 �� ŷ kt ¼

¼ φþ 1

φþ ρ
t Δaktþ1½ � þ 1� ρ

φþ ρ

XK
l¼1

nlt Δskltþ1½ �:

By the definition terms of trade of the country k with the country l:

Sklt ¼ Pkkt

ξkltPlkt
¼ Pkkt

PkltPkkt
:

Taking the logarithm of both sides of equation we get:

sklt ¼ �eklt � plkt þ pkkt ¼ pkkt � pklt:

Hence, we have:

t Δskltþ1½ � ¼ t πkktþ1½ � � t πkltþ1½ �:

From formula (3) the below ratio follows

t πktþ1½ � ¼ t πkktþ1½ � �
XK
l¼1

nlt Δskltþ1½ �:

Then, the equation of the dynamic curve IS can be written as:

xkt ¼ t xktþ1½ � þ 1

ρ
t πkktþ1½ � � î kt
� 	þ φþ 1

φþ ρ
t Δaktþ1½ �þ

þφ 1� ρð Þ
ρ φþ ρð Þ

XK
l¼1

nlt Δskltþ1½ �: ð22Þ
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To eliminate currency speculation conditions of uncovered interest arbitrage must

be satisfied:

1þ ikt ¼ 1þ iltð Þt εkltþ1½ �
εklt

, k 6¼ l:

Log-linearization will bring this equation to the form

ikt ¼ t Δekltþ1½ � þ ilt, k 6¼ l:

We write this equation for the period t� 1, equation from it and from the equation

of terms of trade in log form, we obtain:

Δsklt ¼ î lt�1 � î kt�1 þ πkkt � πllt, k 6¼ l: ð23Þ

Note that, Δslkt ¼ � Δsklt; and the relationship between the increments of loga-

rithms in terms of trade between the two countries

Δslmt ¼ Δskmt � Δsklt: ð24Þ

Consequently, independent Δsklt of all K� 1, for example, Δs1lt, l ¼ 2, . . . , К:
Other values Δsmlt are expressed through them. Equations defining the movement of

interest rates should be added to equations (21)–(23). According to the rule of

monetary policy Taylor (1993) interest rates are set by central banks in accordance

with the formula of the following form:

ikt ¼ ψπkπkkt þ ψ xtxkt þ ψ ik̂i kt�1 þ υkt, k ¼ 1, . . . ,K: ð25Þ

It is assumed that dynamics υkt is defined exogenously with the autoregression

process of the first order:

υkt ¼ ρυυkt�1 þ νυkt, νkυte i:i:d: 0, σ2kυ
� 	

:

After the global financial crisis that began in 2007 there are debates in the literature

on how to formally take into account the systemic stability factors in the response

function of the monetary authorities. Changes in the monetary policy of central

banks are discussed in the article of Di Giorgio (2014).

Thus, the model К of countries is described by 4К� 1 equations (21)–(23), (25)

and contains the same number of variables given the connection (24) between the

increments of logarithms in terms of trade.

2.4 Export and Import of Goods

Goods are considered diversified, i.e. each firm produces its product and its

production meets the world demand. Therefore, in each period t export of good
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j from country k to the country l equals the volume of consumption of this product in

the country l:

Exklt jð Þ ¼ Clkt jð Þ, j 2 Jk:

Total index of consumption in the country l, produced in the country k, according to
the formulas (5) and (13) equals

Clkt ¼ nk
Plkt

Plt

� ��1

Clt ¼ nk
Plkt

Plt

� ��1YK
m¼1

SnmlmtYlt:

Consider that

Plt

Plkt
¼
YK
m¼1

Plmt

Plkt

� �nm

¼
YK
m¼1

Pkmt

Pkkt

� �nm

¼
YK
m¼1

Skmtð Þ�nm :

Hence, for export from country k to the country l it is fair

Exklt ¼ nk
YK
m¼1

S�nm
kmt

YK
m¼1

SnmlmtYlt;

which corresponds to the macroeconomic theory of direct dependence of the export

of the country from the production volume abroad. Also, export depends on the

ratio of the terms of trade of the countries k and l with other countries. The value nk
reflects production capacity of the country k. Let exklt denote logarithm of export

Exklt. Then,

exklt ¼ lnnk �
XK
m¼1

nmskmt þ
XK
m¼1

nmslmt þ ylt

For the expectation of the export growth in log form, the following is true

t Δexkltþ1½ � ¼ �
XK
m¼1

nmt Δskmtþ1½ � þ
XK
m¼1

nmt Δslmtþ1½ � þ t yltþ1


 �� ylt:

Let’s use the relation between the rate of inflation on consumer price index and on

producer price index

t πltþ1½ � ¼ t πlltþ1½ � �
XK
m¼1

nmt Δslmtþ1½ �;
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Which follows from the equation (3) and from the equation of the dynamic IS curve

(15):

t yltþ1


 �� ylt ¼ t ŷ ltþ1


 �� ŷ lt ¼ �
XK
m¼1

nmt Δslmtþ1½ � � 1

ρ
t πltþ1 � î lt

 � ¼

¼ 1

ρ
� 1

� �XK
m¼1

nmt Δslmtþ1½ � � 1

ρ
t πlltþ1 � î lt

 �

:

Consequently, for the expected rate of export growth from country k to the country

l, an equation is obtained

t Δexkltþ1½ � ¼ �
XK
m¼1

nmt Δskmtþ1½ ��

�1

ρ

XK

m¼1
nmt Δslmtþ1½ � � 1

ρ
t πlltþ1 � î lt

 �

: ð26Þ

Import Imklt( j) of the product j 2 Jk from the country l to the country k equals the
consumption of this good in the country k:

Imklt jð Þ ¼ Cklt jð Þ, j 2 Jl:

Similarly, the index of consumption of all goods in the country k produced in the

country l, according to the formulas (5) and (13) equals

Cklt ¼ nl
Pklt

Pkt

� ��1

Ckt ¼ nl
Pklt

Pkt

� ��1YK
m¼1

SnmkmtYkt:

Also, we have

Pkt

Pklt
¼
YK
m¼1

Pkmt

Pklt

� �nm

¼
YK
m¼1

Plmt

Pllt

� �nm

¼
YK
m¼1

Slmtð Þ�nm :

After substitution we get that import from the country l to the country k

Imklt ¼ nl
YK
m¼1

S�nm
lmt

YK
m¼1

SnmkmtYkt

or in log form

imklt ¼ lnnl �
XK
m¼1

nmslmt þ
XK
m¼1

nmskmt þ ykt:
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Import to the country k positively depends on the production volume in this country

and negatively depends on ratios of terms of trade of the countries k and lwith other
countries.

Expectation of the growth rate of import in the log form is true

t Δimkltþ1½ � ¼ �
XK
m¼1

nmt Δslmtþ1½ � þ
XK
m¼1

nmt Δskmtþ1½ � þ t yktþ1


 �� ykt:

The sum of the two terms in this equation

t yktþ1


 �� ykt ¼ t ŷ ktþ1


 �� ŷ kt ¼

¼ �
XK
m¼1

nmt Δskmtþ1½ � þ 1

ρ
t πktþ1 � î kt

 � ¼

¼ 1

ρ
� 1

� �XK
m¼1

nmt Δskmtþ1½ � � 1

ρ
t πkktþ1 � î kt

 �

:

Then for the expectation of the growth rate of import to the country k from the

country l, we obtain

t Δimkltþ1½ � ¼ �
XK
m¼1

nmt Δslmtþ1½ � þ

þ 1

ρ

XK

m¼1
nmt Δskmtþ1½ � � 1

ρ
t πkktþ1 � î kt

 �

: ð27Þ

From the formulas (26) and (27) it is not hard to notice that export from the country

k to the country l coincides with import to the country l from the country k.

3 Estimations on Model of Three Countries

The model was estimated based on the statistical data of Kazakhstan (country H),

Russia (country F), and European Union (country G). Statistical data for

constructing a model of dynamic stochastic equilibrium for three countries were

collected based on data of IFS International Monetary Fund, The World Bank,

Agency of statistics of Kazakhstan, and National Bank of Kazakhstan. In particular,

proportionately to the population, the below values are considered

nH ¼ 0:03, nF ¼ 0:22, nG ¼ 0:75:

Indeed, Kazakhstan is a relatively small country. In another approach, instead of the

population, respective volumes of GDP could be taken. The model parameters were
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mainly estimated with Bayesian method with the use of Metropolis-Hastings

algorithm. In equations for technological shocks, parameters ρaFG, ρaGF, ρaGF are

taken as equal to zero. This takes into account that technological innovations arising

in a large country G, quickly penetrate into both countries F and H, and technolog-

ical innovations appeared in the country of a medium size F, penetrate only to the

country H, and there is no flows of innovation in the opposite direction from small

to big country. Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 show how

macroeconomic indicators react to shocks in this country and in the other countries.

A positive technological shock in a country H reduces marginal costs of pro-

duction of goods. It gives to firms the opportunity to reduce prices for domestically

produced goods, which in short term leads to reduction of interest rate and deteri-

oration of terms of trade with countries F and G and contributes to reduction of

output in the country H before these parameters return to the values in the steady

state (Figs. 1, 2, and 3).

Negative response of output to positive shock of overall productivity in the

country is noted in the literature, for instance in Gunter (2009). At the same time,

terms of trade of the countries F and G with the country H improve. This leads to

increase in income of firms, higher prices, output and interest rates in these

countries. However, we note that the impact of the shock in the F and G are three

orders of magnitude weaker than in the country H, which is due to the relative size

of these countries.

Fig. 1 Impact of technological shock in the country H. Note: xH, xF, xG—deviations of the

output under rigid prices from output under flexible prices in logs, piH, piF, piG—inflation rates of

the producer price index, iH, iF, iG—deviations of interest rate from its value in steady state for

countries H, F, G respectively
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Fig. 2 Impact of technological shock in the country H. Note: Increment of logarithms: exHF—

export from the country H to the country F, exHG—export from the country H to the country G,

exFH—export from the country F to the country H, imHF—import from the country F to the

country H, imHG—import from the country G to the country H, imFH—import from the country F

to the country H, sHF—terms of trade of the country H with the country F, sHG—terms of trade of

the country H with the country G, sFG—terms of trade of the country F with the country G

Fig. 3 Impact of technological shock in the country H. Note: Increment of logarithms: exFG—

export from the country F to the country G, exGH—export from the country G to the country H,

exGF—export from the country G to the country H, imFG—import from the country G to the

country F, imGH—import from the country H to the country G, imGF—import from the country F

to the country G, aH—total factor productivity in the country H
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Fig. 4 Impact of technological shock in the country G. Note: xH, xF, xG—deviation of the output

under the rigid prices from the output under flexible prices in logarithms, piH, piF, piG—inflation

rates of the producer price index, iH, iF, iG—deviation of interest rate from its value in the steady

state for the countries H, F, G respectively

Fig. 5 Impact of technological shock in the country G. Note: Increment of logarithms: exHF—

export from the country H to the country F, exHG—export from the country H to the country G,

exFH—export from the country F to the country H, imHF—import from the country F to the

country H, imHG—import from the country G to the country H, imFH—import from the country F

to the country H, sHF—terms of trade of the country H with the country F, sHG—terms of trade of

the country H with the country G, sFG—terms of trade of the country F with the country G
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Fig. 6 Impact of technological shock in the country G. Note: Increment of logarithm: exFG—

export from the country F to the country G, exGH—export from the country G to the country H,

exGF—export from the country G to the country H, imFG—import from the country G to the

country F, imGH—import from the country H to the country G, imGF—import from the country F

to the country G, aH—total factor productivity in the country H

Fig. 7 Impact of production costs shock in the country H. Note: xH, xF, xG—deviations of output

under rigid prices from output under flexible prices in logarithms, piH, piF, piG—inflation rates of

producer price index, iH, iF, iG—deviations of interest rate from its value in the steady state for the

countries H, F, G respectively
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Fig. 8 Impact of production costs shocks in the country H. Note: Incremental logarithms: exHF—

export from the country F, exHG—export from the country H to the country, exFH—export from

the country F to the country H, imHF—import from the country F to the country H, imHG—import

from the country G to the country H, imFH—import from the country F to the country H, sHF—

terms of trade of the country H with the country F, sHG—terms of trade of the country H but with

the country G, sFG—terms of trade of the country F with the country G

Fig. 9 Impact of shock of production costs in the country H. Note: Incremental logarithms:

exFG—export from the country F to the country G, exGH—export from the country G to the

country H, exGF—export from the country G to the country H, imFG—import from the country G

to the country F, imGH—import from the country H to the country G, imGF—import from the

country F to the country G, uH—costs of production in the country H
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Fig. 10 Impact of shock of production costs in the country G. Note: xH, xF, xG—deviations of

output under the rigid prices from output under the flexible prices in logarithms, piH, piF, piG—

inflation rates of the producer price index, iH, iF, iG—deviation of interest rate from its value in

steady state for countries H, F, G respectively

Fig. 11 Impact of shock of production costs in the country G. Note: Increment logarithms:

exHF—export from the country H to the country F, exHG—export from the country H to the

country G, exFH—export from the country F to the country H, imHF—import from the country F

to the country H, imHG—import from the country G to the country H, imFH—import from the

country F to the country H, sHF—terms of trade of the country H with the country F, sHG—terms

of trade of the country H with the country G, sFG—terms of trade of the country F with the

country G
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Changes in export and import of countries are defined by changes in output,

terms of trade which in turn depend on changes in interest rates and inflation.

Export from the country H to each of the other two countries decreases, but from

countries F and G to the country H increases. Imports are growing in all cases

except for the import into countries F and G from the country H. The response of

export and import in all cases are three orders of magnitude weaker than response of

export from the country H and import to the country H. In other words, the influence

of technological shock in the country H on export and import of the countries F and

G is negligible.

For the technological shock in the country G responses of the variables are

presented in Figs. 4, 5, and 6. Because of the positive technological shock in the

country G, marginal costs are reducing and firms are capable to reduce prices for

their goods. This leads to decrease of interest rate and deterioration of terms of trade

with the countries H and F and helps to reduce output in the country G in short term,

then indicators return to the values in steady state.

On the contrary, terms of trade of the countries H and F with the country G

experience positive jumps. Because of growth of firms’ incomes there is an increase

in prices, output and interest rates in countries H and F. In contrast to previous cases

of technological shocks in countries H and F all the responses of variables are of the

same order. Indeed, technological shocks in a big country have a significant impact

on macroeconomic indicators, both in the country and in other countries.

Changes in interest rates and inflation affect the terms of trade. And changes in

output and terms of trade affect changes in export and import among all the

Fig. 12 Impact of production costs shock in the country G. Note: Increment logarithms: exFG—

export from the country F to the country G, exGH—export from the country G to the country H,

exGF—export from the country G to the country H, imFG—import from the country G to the

country F, imGH—import from the country H to the country G, imGF—import from the country F

to the country G, uH—production costs in the country G
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countries. Export from the country G to the countries H and F falls and export from

countries H and F to other countries increases. Accordingly, import to the country G

from the countries H and F reduces and in all other cases it increases. Variable

responses of export and import on technological shock appeared in the country G,

are of the same order for all the countries H, F and G.

A variable of total factor productivity in the country G first experiences a

positive jump and then returns to a steady state. Due to the assumption of penetra-

tion of innovations from the country G to both countries H and F variable deviations

of total factor productivity for the countries H and F increase from the values of

steady state starting from zero and then also return to the zero level.

For the shock of production cost in the country H responses of the variables are

presented in Figs. 7, 8, and 9. In the country H marginal costs increase and firms are

forced to raise prices for their products. There is a reduction of output, which is then

returned to the value of steady state of the economy. This leads to higher interest

rates and a rise in prices of goods produced in the country H. Due to changes in

interest rates and inflation terms of trade with countries F and G improve.

And for these countries F and G due to the reduction of incomes of the firms,

there is a decrease in prices, terms of trade conversely, deteriorate. In these

countries there is a decrease of interest rate, output and inflation. In these countries

there is a decrease of interest rate, output and inflation. But it should be noted that

the impact of shock of production costs in the country H on the indicators of the

countries F and G is small, it is four orders weaker as compared to the responses of

indicators in the country H.

But changes in the output in terms of trade affect changes in export and import

among all the countries. Export from the country H and import to the country H

from the countries F and G increase. But in all other cases export and import

between countries experience decline, but slightly by four orders of magnitude

weaker than for the country H.

Responses of variables on shock of production costs in the country G are

presented on Figs. 10, 11, and 12. In a country G marginal costs increase due to

which the firms increase prices on produced products. There is a reduction in

production, which is then returned to the value in the steady state of the economy.

There is a growth in interest rates and the rise in prices of goods produced in the

country G. Increase of interest rate and the rates of inflation improve terms of trade

of the country G with the countries H and F. For these countries H and F due to the

reduction of income of the firms, terms of trade conversely deteriorate. In the

countries H and F there is reduction of interest rate, output and inflation. Note

that the effect of the shock of production costs in the country G on the performance

of countries H and F is also slight, weaker by three orders of magnitude as

compared to the responses of the relevant indicators in the country G.

In countries H and F there is lowering the interest rate, output and inflation. Note

that the effect of the shock of production costs in the country G on the performance

of countries H and F are also slightly weaker than three orders of magnitude as

compared to the responses of the relevant indicators in the country G.
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Changes in the production and trading conditions affect changes in exports and

imports among all countries. Only for exports from the country G to the other two

countries and imports to the country G out of them are deviations from the values in

the steady state and positive. And for export from the countries H and F to the other

two countries and import from the countries H and F deviations from the steady

state are negative and are three orders of magnitude weaker than in the cases in

which deviations in export and import are positive.

But a production costs shock in the country G for the countries H and F is three

orders of magnitude weaker than for the country G (Fig. 12). There noticeable

differences of the effects of production costs shock from the effects of technological

shock. It comparatively weaker passes to other countries compared to technological

shock.

4 Conclusion

The principal feature of models of dynamic stochastic general equilibrium is the

inclusion of equations with expectations of future values of variables. It is equation

of the New Keynesian Phillips curve and the dynamic IS curve. Ignoring, for

example, inflation expectations could lead to misleading results about the behavior

of the economy in response to various internal and external shocks. The complexity

of constructing DSGE models is in the need for a thorough mathematical basis, a

rigorous derivation of the model equations and formula.

In this article the dynamic stochastic equilibrium model for several countries is

presented, its mathematical basis is provided. This model is concretized for the case

of three countries (regions). With the use of IFS data of the International Monetary

Fund, the World Bank, the National Statistics Agency of Kazakhstan, the National

Bank of Kazakhstan a model of the three countries is estimated based on statistics of

Kazakhstan, Russia and the European Union using the methods of calibration and

Bayesian approach. Forecasts of the effects of internal and external shocks to the

main macroeconomic indicators of the three countries/regions are obtained includ-

ing exports and imports. The model can be developed in various ways, e.g., by the

inclusion of consumption and oil production.

Thus, in the conditions of interdependence of economic development of coun-

tries, the application of the models of dynamic stochastic general equilibrium will

allow to forecast the impact of changes in economic policy on the consequences of

internal and external shocks for the macroeconomic indicators of the country.
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